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27Particle diameter, particle phase material density and inlet particle volume fraction are three important
28parameters governing the flow physics of dispersed gas-particle flows. In this work, an inhouse numerical
29solver is developed to investigate the effects of particle diameter (Stokes number), particle phase material
30density, inlet particle volume fraction and inlet phase velocities in the flow characteristics of gas-particle
31flows through vertical and horizontal channels and also in open domains. It is found that, for a constant
32inlet particle volume fraction, lower diameter particles attain a higher steady state velocity at any section
33inside the channel than the higher diameter particles; while the corresponding steady state gas velocity
34at any section increases with increase in particle diameter. On the other hand, for a constant particle
35diameter, the steady state gas phase velocity at any section decreases with increase in inlet particle vol-
36ume fraction. Significant changes in both gas and particle velocity and volume fraction profiles have also
37been observed with inlet slip, i.e., when the velocities of both the phases at inlet are distinct as opposed to
38being equal, keeping all other flow and physical parameters invariant.
39� 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of The Society of Powder Technology Japan. All rights
40reserved.
41
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44 1. Introduction

45 Dispersed gas-particle flow is a specific case of two phase flow
46 in which both the phases are thoroughly mixed in each-other and
47 not separated by a distinct interface. The particle phase may be
48 solid or liquid. The particles are called the dispersed phase and
49 the fluid in which the particles move is called the continuous
50 phase. In dispersed gas-particle flows, the interactions between
51 the particle phase and gas phase play an important role in govern-
52 ing the physics of the flow [1]. This interaction between the phases
53 is termed as phase coupling. One way coupling means that the par-
54 ticle phase is affected by the fluid, but the fluid is not affected by
55 the particle phase. It is applicable in case of dilute gas-particle
56 flows in which the particle concentration is sufficiently low. As
57 the particle concentration increases, a two way coupling is needed
58 which means that both the phases are affected by each other. In
59 case of dense gas-particle flows, the particle concentration is very
60 high and particle-particle interactions resulting from inter-particle
61 collisions also play an important role in addition to the two way
62 coupling. This involves a three way coupling for modeling the
63 effect of gas on particles, the effect of particles on gas and the effect

64of neighboring particles on one another. On the other hand, dilute
65gas-particle flows do not require the consideration of particle-
66particle interactions. In such a case, depending upon the particle
67concentration, a one or two way coupling would suffice. The dis-
68persed gas-particle flow has attracted the attention of the
69researchers due to its existence in a wide variety of applications
70ranging from the flow of dust-air mixture in the atmosphere to
71industrial applications like chemical reactors, fluidized beds, pneu-
72matic conveying, IC engines, etc. [2]. As a result, the research in this
73type of flow is gaining pace along with other types of two phase
74flows over the years.
75Study of particle dispersion and deposition in dispersed gas-
76particulate flows has been carried out extensively. Li and Ahmadi
77[3] studied the dispersion and deposition of particles from a point
78source in a turbulent channel flow. Effects of Brownian diffusion on
79particle dispersion along with the effects of variation in particle
80density and particle-surface interaction are carried out in this
81work. Rahimi-Gorji et al. [4] carried out CFD simulations of airflow
82behavior and particle transport and deposition in different breath-
83ing conditions such as light breathing condition (15 L/min), normal
84breathing condition (30 L/min) and heavy breathing condition (60
85L/min) through the realistic model of human airways. Similar type
86of study has been carried out by Rahimi-Gorji et al. [5] in
87which a detailed two-phase flow modeling of airflow, transport
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88 and deposition of micro-particles of range 1–10 lm in a realistic
89 tracheobronchial airway geometry is carried out and it has been
90 found that more particle deposition in tracheobronchial airways
91 can be achieved by enhancing inhalation flow rate and particle
92 size.
93 Volume fraction and particle Stokes number are two very
94 important physical parameters related to this type of flows. The
95 volume fraction of a particular phase is defined as the ratio of vol-
96 ume occupied by that phase to the total volume under considera-
97 tion. The value of particle phase volume fraction determines
98 whether the flow is dilute or dense. Some limiting values for par-
99 ticle phase volume fraction a has been suggested in [6] according

100 to which if a is less than 10�3, the particle phase has no influence
101 on the gas phase. The flow in this case is referred to as dilute and
102 so, a one way coupling is enough for modeling such kind of flows.
103 But when the particle phase volume fraction increases above 10�3,
104 the flow no longer remains dilute and the effect of particle phase
105 on the gas phase should also be taken into account. This is the
106 range in which a two way coupling is to be considered between
107 the phases. If the particle phase volume fraction increases above
108 0.1, particle-particle interactions should also be considered along
109 with the two way coupling. The other important parameter is the
110 particle Stokes number which is a dimensionless number corre-
111 sponding to the behavior of particles suspended in a fluid flow. It
112 physically determines how readily the particles tend to adapt in
113 the changes in gas phase flow field. These two parameters have sig-
114 nificant effects in the hydrodynamics of dispersed gas-particle
115 flows and so studies to find out the effects of these parameters
116 have been carried out by many researchers.
117 The numerical simulation of dispersed gas-particle flow with
118 dispersed phase consisting of solid particles of finite size has been
119 extensively carried out by Barton [7–9]. Laminar particle laden
120 flows were analyzed for a classical backward-facing step geometry
121 using orthogonal grids. The particle phase was treated with
122 Lagrangian approach in which each particle is tracked individually
123 inside the computational domain. The change in the recirculation
124 lengths for various inlet values of Reynolds number, particle Stokes
125 number and void fraction was mainly studied in these works. Sig-
126 nificant work in simulations of dilute laminar gas-particle flows
127 was carried out by Passalacqua and Fox [10]. In this work, a
128 third-order quadrature based moment method coupled with a fluid
129 solver has been applied to simulate dilute gas-particle flow in a

130vertical channel with particle phase volume fractions between
1310.0001 and 0.01. The effect of particle phase volume fraction on
132particle velocity has been studied. Similar work was carried out
133by Passalacqua et al. [11] in which numerical simulations of lami-
134nar gas-particle flows were carried out for particle Stokes numbers
1350.061 and 0.61 in a 2-D vertical channel and results are compared
136with those obtained from two-fluid model. Deshmukh et al. [12]
137used Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) to study the velocity distri-
138bution and profiles of mean velocities and volume fractions of par-
139ticles in a gas-solid mixture through horizontal channels. It was
140found from the experiments that the small diameter particles are
141better dispersed in the channel than the larger ones.
142Like particle Stokes number and particle phase volume fraction,
143‘inlet slip’ (which means the difference of velocities between the
144phases at the inlet of the domain) also effects dispersed gas-
145particle flow through open and wall bounded domains. Yu et al.
146[13] studied the effects of inlet slip between the phases in case
147of dispersed gas-particle flow in a single-side backward facing step
148flow and found out that inlet slip has significant effects both on
149recirculation lengths and vortex structure of the gas phase. Zhao
150et al. [14] studied the effects of particle slip velocity in wall
151bounded turbulent flows and found that the slip velocity fluctua-
152tions exhibit a monotonic increase with increasing particle Stokes
153number.
154It is seen that several researchers have done some studies in the
155field of dispersed gas-particle flows through channels both numer-
156ically and experimentally in order to find out the effects of particle
157Stokes number, inlet particle phase volume fraction, etc. But very
158few have carried out a complete parametric study of this type of
159flows which involves the study of effects of particle diameter
160(Stokes Number), particle phase material density, inlet particle
161phase volume fraction and difference of inlet phase velocities taken
162together. So, in the present study, we have carried out a complete
163parametric study of laminar dispersed gas-particle flows consider-
164ing all the above aspects and a detailed analysis of the influence of
165all these parameters in the flow physics of dispersed gas-particle
166flows is presented based on the obtained results. The present study
167has been carried out in an extensive manner for a wide range of
168volume fractions for the dispersed phase which varies from a very
169low value (falling in dilute range) to a moderately high value (fall-
170ing in the dispersed range) and a wide range of particle diameters
171(Stokes number) in horizontal and vertical channels as well as in

Nomenclature

Cd interphase drag coefficient
ds particle diameter
Kgs momentum exchange coefficient
Ls characteristic length of a system
p hydrodynamic pressure
ps solid pressure
Rep particle Reynolds number
St Stokes number
ug ; vg ;wg gas phase velocity components in x; y; z directions

respectively
us;v s;ws particle phase velocity components in x; y; z directions

respectively
Vs characteristic velocity of a system
x; y dimensionless Cartesian coordinates

Greek symbol
a volume fraction
�g rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy of gas

phase

h granular temperature of particle phase
lg dynamic viscosity of the gas phase
ls solid phase shear viscosity
q material density of a phase
s shear stress
sf characteristic fluid time scale
sp particle relaxation time
/ wall specularity coefficient

Subscript
g gas
s particle

Abbreviations
FVM finite volume method
CGNS CFD General Notation System
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